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The Wedding Thief
Updated with a brand-new selection of desserts and treats, the fully illustrated Sally's Baking Addiction cookbook offers
more than 80 scrumptious recipes for indulging your sweet tooth—featuring a chapter of healthier dessert options,
including some vegan and gluten-free recipes. It's no secret that Sally McKenney loves to bake. Her popular blog, Sally's
Baking Addiction, has become a trusted source for fellow dessert lovers who are also eager to bake from scratch. Sally's
famous recipes include award-winning Salted Caramel Dark Chocolate Cookies, No-Bake Peanut Butter Banana Pie,
delectable Dark Chocolate Butterscotch Cupcakes, and yummy Marshmallow Swirl S'mores Fudge. Find tried-and-true sweet
recipes for all kinds of delicious: Breads & Muffins Breakfasts Brownies & Bars Cakes, Pies & Crisps Candy & Sweet Snacks
Cookies Cupcakes Healthier Choices With tons of simple, easy-to-follow recipes, you get all of the sweet with none of the
fuss! Hungry for more? Learn to create even more irresistible sweets with Sally’s Candy Addiction and Sally’s Cookie
Addiction.

The Back in the Day Bakery Cookbook
From London to Corsica to Paris -- as a young woman pursues the truth about her late mother, two captivating love stories
unfurl in this captivating novel from the author of The Guest List. Kate Darling's enigmatic mother -- a once-famous
ballerina -- has passed away, leaving Kate bereft. When her grandmother falls ill and bequeaths to Kate a small portrait of a
woman who bears a striking resemblance to Kate's mother, Kate uncovers a mystery that may upend everything she
thought she knew. Kate's journey to find the true identity of the woman in the portrait takes her to some of the world's most
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iconic and indulgent locales, revealing a love story that began in the wild 1920s and was disrupted by war and could now
spark new love for Kate. Alternating between Kate's present-day hunt and voices from the past, The Book of Lost and Found
casts light on family secrets and love -- both lost and found.

A Palm Beach Wife
A woman finds love and closure, and rediscovers herself, when she returns to her roots in the enchanting new novel from
the author of The Irresistible Blueberry Bakeshop & Café. Newly jobless, newly single, and suddenly apartmentless, writer
Grace Hammond has come unmoored. A grammar whiz who's brilliant at correcting other people's errors, she hasn't yet
found quite the right set of rules for fixing her own mistakes. Desperate to escape the city and her trifecta of problems,
Grace hits pause and retreats to her Connecticut hometown. What begins as a short visit with her parents quickly becomes
a far more meaningful stay, though, as she discovers that the answers to what her future holds might be found by making
peace with-and even embracing-the past. As Grace sets out to change her ways and come to terms, finally, with the
tragedy that took her older sister's life so many years ago, she rekindles a romance with her high school sweetheart, Peter,
now a famous Hollywood director who's filming a movie in town. Sparks also fly at the local bike shop, where Grace's
penchant for pointing out what's wrong rattles the owner's ruggedly handsome schoolteacher son, Mitch. Torn between the
promise of a glamorous life and the allure of the familiar, Grace must decide what truly matters-and whether it's time for
her to throw away the rule book and bravely follow her heart.

Love Lies Beneath
“It’s been a long time since I’ve been so thoroughly engrossed in a novel . . . The Lost Castle kept me spellbound!”
—Tamera Alexander, USA TODAY bestselling author of To Whisper Her Name and Christmas at Carnton Broken-down walls
and crumbling stones seemed to possess a secret language all their own. What stories would they tell, if she finally
listened? Ellie Carver arrives at her grandmother’s bedside expecting to find her silently slipping away. Instead, the beloved
woman begins speaking. Of a secret past and castle ruins forgotten by time. Of a hidden chapel that served as a
rendezvous for the French Resistance in World War II. Of lost love and deep regret . . . Each piece that unlocks the story
seems to unlock part of Ellie too—where she came from and who she is becoming. But her grandmother is quickly
disappearing into the shadows of Alzheimer’s and Ellie must act fast if she wants to uncover the truth of her family’s
history. Drawn by the mystery surrounding The Sleeping Beauty—a castle so named for Charles Perrault’s beloved fairy
tale—Ellie embarks on a journey to France’s Loire Valley in hopes that she can unearth its secrets before time silences them
forever. Bridging the past to the present in three time periods—the French Revolution, World War II, and present day—The
Lost Castle is a story of loves won and lost, of battles waged in the hearts of men, and of an enchanted castle that stood
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witness to it all, inspiring a legacy of faith through the generations.

Into the Mysterium
Two sisters in love with the same man -- one engaged to him and the other about to sabotage the wedding -- struggle to
reconcile in this delicious novel from the bestselling author of The Irresistible Blueberry Bakeshop & Café. The Harrington
sisters have never gotten along. Sara is a Type-A, career-focused event planner, and her younger sister Mariel is the
opposite: bohemian, semi-employed, and recently engaged. When Sara's mother lures her back to Connecticut under false
pretenses, she is perturbed to discover Mariel waiting for her, eager to reconcile their relationship -- and get some help with
the final arrangements before her big day. The two sisters haven't spoken since the night Sara realized something was
going on between Mariel and Sara's boyfriend, Carter Pryce. And now Mariel is about to marry Carter, the man she stole
from Sara, the man Sara still loves. When Mariel asks Sara to stand in for a bridesmaid who has to cancel at the last minute,
Sara realizes it's the perfect cover to unravel the nuptials and win Carter back. Sara begins to slowly sabotage Mariel's
picture-perfect wedding, but when she crosses paths with David Cole, he challenges her self-image as the jilted secondfiddle to her spotlight-stealing sister. Will Sara realize what a bridesmaid-zilla she's become in time to fix the damage
before Mariel's big day? Funny, soulful, and as sweet as buttercream, The Wedding Thief is the perfect summer read.

I Like Berries, Do You?
Blueberry Mouse is convinced that a blueberry pie is the best place to live, especially when she runs out of berries and
begins to nibble the floor and walls.

No Happy Endings
Danielle Snyder's summer of babysitting turns into one of overwhelming guilt and sadness when Humphrey, her five-yearold charge is killed suddenly. Danielle gets caught up in the machinery of tragedy: police investigations, neighborhood
squabbling, and, when the driver of the car that struck Humphrey turns out to be an undocumented alien, a politically
charged immigration debate. Wanting only to mourn the sweet little boy she grew to love, Danielle tries to avoid the world
around her, until a new and unexpected friendship with Justin, a boy she meets at the park, helps her find a way to preserve
Humphrey's memory, stand up for what she believes in, and find her own path to forgiveness. Readers will be swept away
by this heart-wrenching, but uplifting story.

Midnight at the Blackbird Cafe
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"Mix in one part Diane Mott Davidson’s delightful culinary adventures with several tablespoons of Jan Karon’s country living
and quirky characters, bake at 350 degrees for one rich and warm romance." --Library Journal A full-hearted novel about a
big-city baker who discovers the true meaning of home—and that sometimes the best things are found when you didn’t
even know you were looking When Olivia Rawlings—pastry chef extraordinaire for an exclusive Boston dinner club—sets not
just her flambéed dessert but the entire building alight, she escapes to the most comforting place she can think of—the
idyllic town of Guthrie, Vermont, home of Bag Balm, the country’s longest-running contra dance, and her best friend
Hannah. But the getaway turns into something more lasting when Margaret Hurley, the cantankerous, sweater-set-wearing
owner of the Sugar Maple Inn, offers Livvy a job. Broke and knowing that her days at the club are numbered, Livvy accepts.
Livvy moves with her larger-than-life, uberenthusiastic dog, Salty, into a sugarhouse on the inn’s property and begins
creating her mouthwatering desserts for the residents of Guthrie. She soon uncovers the real reason she has been hired—to
help Margaret reclaim the inn’s blue ribbon status at the annual county fair apple pie contest. With the joys of a fragrant
kitchen, the sound of banjos and fiddles being tuned in a barn, and the crisp scent of the orchard just outside the front door,
Livvy soon finds herself immersed in small town life. And when she meets Martin McCracken, the Guthrie native who has
returned from Seattle to tend his ailing father, Livvy comes to understand that she may not be as alone in this world as she
once thought. But then another new arrival takes the community by surprise, and Livvy must decide whether to do what
she does best and flee—or stay and finally discover what it means to belong. Olivia Rawlings may finally find out that the
life you want may not be the one you expected—it could be even better. From the Hardcover edition.

The Ghost Bride
Postbellum America makes for a haunting backdrop in this historical and supernatural tale of moonlit cemeteries, masked
balls, cunning mediums, and terrifying secrets waiting to be unearthed by an intrepid crime reporter. Edward Clark is a
successful young crime reporter in comfortable circumstances with a lovely, well-connected fiancée. Then an assignment to
write a series of exposés on the city’s mediums places all that in jeopardy. In the Philadelphia of 1869, photographs of Civil
War dead adorn dim sitting rooms, and grieving families attempt to contact their lost loved ones. Edward’s investigation of
the beautiful young medium Lucy Collins has unintended consequences, however. He uncovers her tricks, but realizes to his
dismay that Lucy is more talented at blackmail than she is at a medium’s sleights of hand. And since Edward has a hidden
past, he reluctantly agrees that they should collaborate in exposing only her rivals. The mysterious murder of noted
medium Lenora Grimes Pastor as Lucy and Edward attend her séance results in a plum story for Edward—and a great deal
more. The pair want to clear themselves from suspicion, but a search spanning the houses of the wealthy to the underside
of nineteenth-century Philadelphia unearths a buzzing beehive of past murder, current danger, and supernatural
occurrences that cannot be explained…
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Grace After Henry
Matt Kell and Cathy Spehn had known each other since grade school. As adults, they each married, lived in their hometown
and attended the same church. Their kids attended school together. Matt died at home on Christmas Day after a three-year
battle with cancer, leaving behind his wife, Gina, and two young boys. Prior to his death, Matt recorded a video diary for his
sons, which included his desire and expectations that their mom would love again. After attending Matt’s inspirational
funeral and reaching out to Gina with offers of support, Cathy was diagnosed with inoperable brain cancer. She died only
seventeen days later, leaving behind her husband, Michael, and three young children. In her final hours, Cathy instructed
Michael to “call Gina Kell.” The Color of Rain illuminates the stepping-stones of loss and healing that ultimately led to a
joyful new life for Michael, Gina and their five children. Their path to becoming a modern day Brady Bunch was filled with
grief, laughter, and a willingness to be restored to a new and even better life, despite the inevitable resistance they faced.
As the dual first-person narrative reveals what it is like to walk through loss and love simultaneously, readers receive an
intimate look at how this ordinary group of people lived, died, and ultimately persevered through extraordinary
circumstances.

Meet Me at the Cupcake Cafe
The heartwarming second installment in the Emerald Cove saga from a USA Today Bestselling Author. The Seaside Manor
Bed & Breakfast has been an institution in Emerald Cove for as long as anyone can remember. But things are changing and
Diana is nervous about what the future might hold for her and her husband, not to mention the historic business. With no
experience to back him up, Ethan Flannigan moves back home to the Cove and takes on the bed and breakfast as a partowner. Diana’s niece, Emily, agrees to help her aunt and uncle, but the charming man they sold half of the business to does
nothing but get under her skin, even if the spark between them is hard to ignore. Rebecca Mair is the new cop in town but
she’s got a secret she hasn’t shared with anyone else, including her boss, and that secret is about to catch up with her.
Sarah Flannigan finally has the man of her dreams, but her career is spiraling out of control. With a difficult choice set
before her, will she stay in the Cove with Mick and her family, or head back to the city to save her job?

Seaside Manor Bed and Breakfast
Big Girl Panties by Stephanie Evanovich is a rollicking and poignant romantic comedy about a young widow who decides to
get in shapeand winds up getting her groove back—and a whole lot more! Holly Brennan used food to comfort herself
through her husband’s illness and death. Now she’s alone at age thirty-two. And she weighs more than she ever has. When
fate throws her in the path of Logan Montgomery, personal trainer to pro athletes, and he offers to train her, Holly
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concludes it must be a sign. Much as she dreads the thought of working out, Holly knows she needs to put on her big girl
panties and see if she can sweat out some of her grief. Soon, the easy intimacy and playful banter of their training sessions
lead Logan and Holly to most intense and steamy workouts. But can Holly and Logan go the distance as a couple now that
she’s met her goals—and other men are noticing?

Nancy Silverton's Pastries from the La Brea Bakery
Now a USA Today and Amazon Charts Bestseller! “A story both powerful and enchanting: a don’t-miss novel in the greatest
southern traditions of storytelling.” —Patti Callahan Henry, New York Times bestselling author When her grandmother’s will
wrenches Sara back home, she learns more about Margaret Van Buren in the wake of her death than she ever knew in life.
After her last remaining family member dies, Sara Jenkins goes home to The Hideaway, her grandmother Mags’s
ramshackle B&B in Sweet Bay, Alabama. She intends to quickly tie up loose ends then return to her busy life and thriving
antique shop in New Orleans. Instead, she learns Mags has willed The Hideaway to her and charged her with renovating
it—no small task considering her grandmother’s best friends, a motley crew of senior citizens, still live there. Rather than
hurrying back to New Orleans, Sara stays in Sweet Bay and begins the biggest house-rehabbing project of her career. Amid
drywall dust, old memories, and a charming contractor, she discovers that slipping back into life at The Hideaway is easier
than she expected. Then she discovers a box Mags left in the attic with clues to a life Sara never imagined for her
grandmother. With help from Mags’s friends, Sara begins to piece together the mysterious life of bravery, passion, and
choices that changed her grandmother’s destiny in both marvelous and devastating ways. When an opportunistic land
developer threatens to seize The Hideaway, Sara is forced to make a choice—stay in Sweet Bay and fight for the house and
the people she’s grown to love or leave again and return to her successful but solitary life in New Orleans. “Two endearing
heroines and their poignant storylines of love lost and found make this the perfect book for an afternoon on the back porch
with a glass of sweet tea.” —Karen White, New York Times bestselling author

More From Magnolia
A quirky love story set in Dublin that's perfect for fans of PS, I Love You and Jojo Moyes, Grace After Henry is a funny,
heartfelt debut novel about one woman learning what it means to move on and to let go When her fiancé, Henry Walsh, is
killed in a freak biking accident, Grace feels like she's lost her own shadow. For five years, they'd been inseparable: five
years of the most rollicking, soul-finding love Grace thought any two people could share. In his absence, Grace picks up the
pieces of her life: She moves into the dream house they bought together, she returns to work as a chef, she watches TV
with her nosy elderly neighbor, but through it all she's ever aware of the Henry-shaped hole in her life. Until his long-lost
twin brother knocks on her door. Andy is Henry, and yet he's not quite. Newly arrived in Dublin on his own search for
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answers, he makes Grace's loss feel both greater and smaller. Soon Grace isn't sure if she's learning to let go or becoming
desperate to hold on. Filled with a warm and zany cast of characters all searching for a sense of home, Grace After Henry is
a funny, tender, and bittersweet story about love, loss, and second chances.

Once We Were Sisters
The author of It’s Okay to Laugh and host of the popular podcast Terrible, Thanks for Asking—interviews that are “a gift to
be able to listen [to]” (New York Times)—returns with more hilarious meditations on her messy, wonderful, bittersweet, and
unconventional life. Life has a million different ways to kick you right in the chops. We lose love, lose jobs, lose our sense of
self. For Nora McInerny, it was losing her husband, her father, and her unborn second child in one catastrophic year. But in
the wake of loss, we get to assemble something new from whatever is left behind. Some circles call finding happiness after
loss “Chapter 2”—the continuation of something else. Today, Nora is remarried and mothers four children aged 16 months
to 16 years. While her new circumstances bring her extraordinary joy, they are also tinged with sadness over the loved ones
she’s lost. Life has made Nora a reluctant expert in hard conversations. On her wildly popular podcast, she talks about
painful experiences we inevitably face, and exposes the absurdity of the question “how are you?” that people often ask
when we’re coping with the aftermath of emotional catastrophe. She knows intimately that when your life falls apart,
there’s a mad rush to be okay—to find a silver lining, to get to the happy ending. In this, her second memoir, Nora offers a
tragicomic exploration of the tension between finding happiness and holding space for the unhappy experiences that have
shaped us. No Happy Endings is a book for people living life after life has fallen apart. It’s a book for people who know that
they’re moving forward, not moving on. It’s a book for people who know life isn’t always happy, but it isn’t the end: there
will be unimaginable joy and incomprehensible tragedy. As Nora reminds us, there will be no happy endings—but there will
be new beginnings.

Heart of the Dreaming
Three sisters. An inherited Nantucket restaurant. One year before they can sell. Mandy, Emma and Jill are as close as three
sisters who live hundreds of miles apart can be. They grew up together on Nantucket, but Mandy is the only one that
stayed. Jill lives a glamorous life in Manhattan as a co-owner of a successful executive search firm. Never married, she is in
her mid-thirties and lives in a stunning, corner condo with breathtaking views of the city and Hudson river. Everyone thinks
there's something going on with her partner, Billy, because as a workaholic, she spends more time with him than anyone
else. But there's never been anything but friendship between them and Billy loves being a bachelor in NYC. Emma lives in
Arizona and is an elementary school teacher and an aspiring photographer. She met her college professor husband, Peter,
in grad school and they've been married for about fifteen years. In recent years, she's noticed that Peter has grown distant.
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But when he shares a surprising secret, she doesn't see it coming and her world is turned upside down. Mandy followed her
high school boyfriend, Cory to Boston College, and right after graduation, they married and settled in Dover, just outside of
Boston. Cory joined a successful hedge fund, while Mandy took a job at a downtown financial services firm as an
administrative assistant. She quit a year later, when Blake, the first baby came. Two years later, when Brooke was born,
Cory left to open a competing Hedge Fund and they moved home to Nantucket. Now that the children are older, Mandy has
more free time and is eager to do more than just volunteer with local charity events. But Cory doesn't want her to work. He
thinks it doesn't reflect well on him and appearances are everything to Cory. Though when Mandy finds something unusual
in his gym bag, she begins to question what is really going on. When their beloved grandmother, Rose Ferguson passes
peacefully in her sleep a week before her ninety-ninth birthday she leaves them quite a surprise. In addition to her
Nantucket home, they learned that she was the silent owner of Mimi's Place, one of Nantucket's most popular year-round
restaurants. There is of course, a catch--she left the restaurant equally to Mandy, Emma, and Jill--and also to Paul, the chef
for the past twelve years. And before they can sell, all three girls need to work at the restaurant for a period of one year--or
else their shares will go to Paul--who was also Emma's first love.

The Complete Magnolia Bakery Cookbook
THE USA TODAY BESTSELLER Heather Webber's Midnight at the Blackbird Cafe is a captivating blend of magical realism,
heartwarming romance, and small-town Southern charm. Nestled in the mountain shadows of Alabama lies the little town of
Wicklow. It is here that Anna Kate has returned to bury her beloved Granny Zee, owner of the Blackbird Café. It was
supposed to be a quick trip to close the café and settle her grandmother’s estate, but despite her best intentions to avoid
forming ties or even getting to know her father’s side of the family, Anna Kate finds herself inexplicably drawn to the quirky
Southern town her mother ran away from so many years ago, and the mysterious blackbird pie everybody can’t stop talking
about. As the truth about her past slowly becomes clear, Anna Kate will need to decide if this lone blackbird will finally be
able to take her broken wings and fly. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.

The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society
This light-hearted board book by the author of "I Can, Can You?" and "My Up & Down & All Around Book" features wonderful
photographs of young children with Down syndrome enjoying a wide selection of healthful foods, from fruits and vegetables
to meats and snacks. Simple, singsong questions -- I like broccoli, do you? -- invite participation by little ones (aged birth to
4 years) as they anticipate and say the word for the food in each photograph. And when youngsters see children just like
themselves eating nutritious foods with different textures, temperatures, colours, tastes, and smells, they will want to try
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them too! The book encourages a varied diet that can minimise potential sensory or oral-motor issues often associated with
Down syndrome. Read it from cover to cover with your child, or tailor it to meet your child's specific dietary needs (GF/CF,
non-allergenic).

The Irresistible Blueberry Bakeshop and Café
With the oceans covering over 70 percent of the Earth's surface, our planet can be called a marine planet. Beneath the
waves are millions of creatures, including the unknown marine invertebrates who make up an essential part of marine life.
In Into the Mysterium, in lavishly beautifully photographs, nearly 100 of the rarest, most wondrous, mystifying and
entrancing specimens are brought into the light. From rare seahorses to now extinct corals, these invertebrates leave one
gasping again at the extraordinary beauty and mystery of our world.

Million Dollar Road
The beloved, life-affirming international bestseller which has sold over 5 million copies worldwide - now a major film starring
Lily James, Matthew Goode, Jessica Brown Findlay, Tom Courtenay and Penelope Wilton To give them hope she must tell
their story. It's 1946. The war is over, and Juliet Ashton has writer's block. But when she receives a letter from Dawsey
Adams of Guernsey – a total stranger living halfway across the Channel, who has come across her name written in a second
hand book – she enters into a correspondence with him, and in time with all the members of the extraordinary Guernsey
Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society. Through their letters, the society tell Juliet about life on the island, their love of books –
and the long shadow cast by their time living under German occupation. Drawn into their irresistible world, Juliet sets sail
for the island, changing her life forever.

Blueberry Mouse
Indulge with this irresistible Christmas romance by USA Today bestselling author Sarah Morgan! Once upon a time Kayla
loved Christmas… Now she’s more dedicated to her job than decking the halls, and can’t wait for the ‘most wonderful time
of the year’ to be over. Until she arrives at the enchanting Snow Crystal ski resort, determined to win gorgeous owner
Jackson as a marketing client. But wooing Jackson professionally quickly turns personal as they spend flirty festive nights in
this glittering winter wonderland. With snowflakes swirling and sleigh bells ringing…could Jackson be the one to make Kayla
fall back under the Christmas spell? Book 1 in the O’Neill Brothers trilogy Look out for the other stories in the trilogy!
Suddenly Last Summer Maybe This Christmas Available now! Originally published in 2013
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Imperfect Spiral
Fire up your oven with recipes from what Paula Deen calls one of the "must-eat-at-places" in Savannah Nationally
recognized and locally adored for its decadent homespun desserts and delicious rustic breads, Back in the Day Bakery is a
Savannah landmark. As Paula Deen says in her foreword, Cheryl and Griff Day "bake decadent treats, but they also bake
wonderful memories that stay with you forever." To celebrate the bakery's tenth anniversary, this duo has written a book
filled with customers' favorite recipes. It's packed with Cheryl and Griff's baking know-how plus recipes for their famous
Buttermilk Biscones, Old-Fashioned Cupcakes, Chocolate Bread, Cinnamon Sticky Buns, S'more Pie, Almond Crunchies,
Drunk Blondies, Pinkies Chocolate Lunch-Box Treats, Rustic Cheddar Pecan Rounds, and much more. Irresistible full-color
photographs of food and behind-the-scenes bakery shots will give readers a glimpse into the sweet daily life at the
bakeshop. Celebrating family traditions, scratch baking, and quality ingredients, The Back in the Day Bakery Cookbook is
like a down-home bake sale in a book.

The Color of Rain
The book that launched Di Morrissey as Australia's most popular female novelist. At 21, Queenie Hanlon has the world at
her feet and the love of handsome bushman TR Hamilton. Beautiful, wealthy and intelligent, she is the only daughter of
Tingulla Station, the famed outback property in the wilds of western Queensland. At 22, her life lies in ruins. A series of
disasters has robbed her of everything she ever loved. Everything except Tingulla - her ancestral home and her spirit's
Dreaming placeAnd now she is about to lose that tooAn extraordinary story of thwarted love and heroic struggle, Heart of
the Dreaming is the tale of one woman's courage and her determination to take on the world and win.

Sally's Baking Addiction
ONE OF PEOPLE MAGAZINE’S BEST NEW BOOKS “A searing and intimate memoir about love turned deadly.” —The BBC “An
intimate illumination of sisterhood and loss.” —People When Sheila Kohler was thirty-seven, she received the heart-stopping
news that her sister Maxine, only two years older, was killed when her husband drove them off a deserted road in
Johannesburg. Stunned by the news, she immediately flew back to the country where she was born, determined to find
answers and forced to reckon with his history of violence and the lingering effects of their most unusual childhood—one
marked by death and the misguided love of their mother. In her signature spare and incisive prose, Sheila Kohler recounts
the lives she and her sister led. Flashing back to their storybook childhood at the family estate, Crossways, Kohler tells of
the death of her father when she and Maxine were girls, which led to the family abandoning their house and the girls being
raised by their mother, at turns distant and suffocating. We follow them to the cloistered Anglican boarding school where
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they first learn of separation and later their studies in Rome and Paris where they plan grand lives for themselves—lives
that are interrupted when both marry young and discover they have made poor choices. Kohler evokes the bond between
sisters and shows how that bond changes but never breaks, even after death. “A beautiful and disturbing memoir of a
beloved sister who died at the age of thirty-nine in circumstances that strongly suggest murder. . . . Highly recommended.”
—Joyce Carol Oates

Hideaway
Now a Netflix Mandarin original drama! From the New York Times bestselling author of The Night Tiger, a Reese’s Book Club
pick Yangsze Choo’s stunning debut, The Ghost Bride, is a startlingly original novel infused with Chinese folklore, romantic
intrigue, and unexpected supernatural twists. Li Lan, the daughter of a respectable Chinese family in colonial Malaysia,
hopes for a favorable marriage, but her father has lost his fortune, and she has few suitors. Instead, the wealthy Lim family
urges her to become a “ghost bride” for their son, who has recently died under mysterious circumstances. Rarely practiced,
a traditional ghost marriage is used to placate a restless spirit. Such a union would guarantee Li Lan a home for the rest of
her days, but at what price? Night after night, Li Lan is drawn into the shadowy parallel world of the Chinese afterlife, where
she must uncover the Lim family’s darkest secrets—and the truth about her own family. Reminiscent of Lisa See’s Peony in
Love and Amy Tan’s The Bonesetter’s Daughter, The Ghost Bride is a wondrous coming-of-age story and from a remarkable
new voice in fiction.

The Irresistible Blueberry Bakeshop & Cafe
Living in an old trailer and longing for freedom while tending an albino alligator on the world's largest alligator farm,
eighteen-year-old Lireinne resists the advances of her powerful boss.

The Restaurant
Annie Banks' life is in for a change when she agrees to go on a road trip to New Orleans with a childhood friend she hasn't
seen in years. Original.

The Lost Castle
For readers of Elin Hilderbrand, Susannah Marren's A Palm Beach Wife is a delicious and irresistible commercial novel set
among the high society galas and gossip of Palm Beach. Amid the glamour and galas and parties of Palm Beach, Faith
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knows that image often counts as much if not more than reality. She glides effortlessly among the highest of the high
society so perfectly that you would never suspect she wasn’t born to this. But it wasn’t always so; though she hides it well,
Faith has fought hard for the wonderful life she has, for her loving, successful husband, for her daughter’s future. In this
town of secrets and gossip and rumors, Faith has kept a desperate grip on everything she holds so dear, built from so little.
And yet even she—the only one who knows just how far she has to fall—never suspects from which direction, or how many
directions all at once, betrayal will come.

The Rules of Love & Grammar
A high-powered Manhattan attorney finds love, purpose, and the promise of a simpler life in her grandmother's hometown.
Ellen Branford is going to fulfill her grandmother's dying wish--to find the hometown boy she once loved, and give him her
last letter. Ellen leaves Manhattan and her Kennedy-esque fiance for Beacon, Maine. What should be a one-day trip is
quickly complicated when she almost drowns in the chilly bay and is saved by a local carpenter. The rescue turns Ellen into
something of a local celebrity, which may or may not help her unravel the past her grandmother labored to keep hidden. As
she learns about her grandmother and herself, it becomes clear that a 24-hour visit to Beacon may never be enough. THE
IRRESISTIBLE BLUEBERRY BAKESHOP & CAFE is a warm and delicious debut about the power of a simpler life.

The Hideaway
"You will devour The Irresistible Blueberry Bakeshop &Cafe. Mary Simses can write evocative detail that puts you right in
the scene, with dialogue that always rings true."-James Patterson A high-powered Manhattan attorney finds love, purpose,
and the promise of a simpler life in her grandmother's hometown. Ellen Branford is going to fulfill her grandmother's dying
wish--to find the hometown boy she once loved, and give him her last letter. Ellen leaves Manhattan and her Kennedyesque fiance for Beacon, Maine. What should be a one-day trip is quickly complicated when she almost drowns in the chilly
bay and is saved by a local carpenter. The rescue turns Ellen into something of a local celebrity, which may or may not help
her unravel the past her grandmother labored to keep hidden. As she learns about her grandmother and herself, it becomes
clear that a 24-hour visit to Beacon may never be enough. THE IRRESISTIBLE BLUEBERRY BAKESHOP & CAFE is a warm and
delicious debut about the power of a simpler life.

Sleigh Bells in the Snow
"The pastries we make are deliciously simple and rustic and never too sweet. Woven into many of them are my favorite
flavors: butter, cinnamon, nuts, and fruit. They're familiar, uncomplicated, and satisfying. One taste and you're instantly
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comforted. Inspired by a sweet memory from childhood, a European classic, or a time-honored bakeshop standard, they are
flavors you never tire of. Like my bread, these are pastries you want to eat every day." --from the Introduction When
celebrated pastry chef and baker Nancy Silverton decided to add sweets to the La Brea Bakery's shelves of artisanal
breads, she knew that they couldn't be just any sweets. Instead of baking fastidious and overelaborate desserts, she
creates deliciously simple, rustic pastries, full of texture and flavor, that complement perfectly her hearty, country-style
breads and have people lining up morning after morning. Now, in Pastries from the La Brea Bakery, Silverton shares her
passion and expertise in more than 150 recipes of her most scrumptious favorites--virtually every pastry in the La Brea
Bakery's impressive repertoire. Silverton distills years of experimentation and innovation into simple and accessible
directions. Many of her recipes are surprisingly quick and easy--not to mention incredibly tasty--like her crisps, cobblers,
and crumbles, and her ever-popular scones, which run the gamut from Chocolate-Walnut to Ginger to Mushroom-Onion. Her
muffins are moist and distinctive, from the healthful Bran to the rich Crotin de Chocolat. She offers an array of quickbreads
and quickcakes for all tastes (including Madeleines, Canellés, and Cranberry-Almond Tea Bread), and her tarts bring out the
best qualities of the finest ingredients, from the intense, fresh fruit of her Cherry Bundles to her elegant Triple Almond Tart.
Beautiful cookies, such as Almond Sunflowers, Nun's Breasts, and Swedish Ginger Wafers, are centerpiece desserts on their
own. Silverton also deftly teaches the delicate art of confections--here you'll find Almond Bark, English Toffee, and
Lollipops--and demystifies the sometimes intimidating technique of doughnut making. The crowning touch is her detailed
section on Morn-ing Pastries, where she guides us to mastery of the classic doughs: the quick and rich bobka, the finetextured traditional brioche, the famous and flexible croissant, and the pièce de résistance: puff pastry. An important book
from a baking and pastry icon, Pastries from the La Brea Bakery, like Nancy Silver-ton's acclaimed Breads from the La Brea
Bakery, is a bible of the craft for bakers everywhere. A selection of recipes from Nancy Silverton's Pastries from the La Brea
Bakery Apple Fritters * Asparagus-Egg Pie with Potato Crust * Black Currant Silk Tart Blueberry-Almond Muffins * Brownies
with Irish Whiskey and Currants * Canellés Caramel Candy Kisses * Cheese Croissants * Chocolate-Walnut Scones *
Cinnamon Custard Tart ¸ Country Feta Pies * Crème Fraîche Coffee Cake * Croissants * Crotin de Chocolat ¸ Espresso
Wheels * Everyone's Mother's Berry Cobbler * Ginger Scones * Hazelnut-Banana Tart ¸ Iced Raisin Squares * Jelly Doughnuts
* Lemon Turnovers * Madeleines * Moravian Ginger Snaps ¸ Nectarine-Ginger Crisp * Nun's Breasts * Parma Braids * Pecan
Sticky Buns * Ricotta Muffins ¸ Rosemary Corncakes * Rugelach * Sesame-Pumpkin Seed Brittle ¸ Sticky Toffee Pudding *
Viennese Cream Brioche

Christmas at Little Beach Street Bakery
At the age of 29, Sydney has already been once divorced and once widowed. Trying to regain her footing once again, she
has answered an ad to tutor the teenage daughter of a well-to-do couple as they spend a sultry summer in their oceanfront
New Hampshire cottage. But when the Edwards' two grown sons, Ben and Jeff, arrive at the beach house, Sydney finds
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herself caught up in a destructive web of old tensions and bitter divisions. As the brothers vie for her affections, the fragile
existence Sydney has rebuilt for herself is threatened. With the subtle wit, lyrical language, and brilliant insight into the
human heart that has led her to be called "an author at one with her métier (Miami Herald), Shreve weaves a novel about
marriage, family, and the supreme courage that it takes to love.

Castle on the Rise
"[A] heartwarming story a la Bridget Jones' Diary with a twistColgan folds in a colorful cast of characters and whips up an
easy, sweet read."—USA Today Issy Randall can bake. No, Issy can create stunning, mouthwateringly divine cakes. After a
childhood spent in her beloved Grampa Joe's bakery, Issy has undoubtedly inherited his talent. She's much better at baking
than she is at filing, so when she's laid off from her desk job and loses her boyfriend, Issy decides to open her own little
café. But she soon learns that her piece-of-cake recipe for a fresh start might be a little more complicated than throwing
some sugar and butter together. A smart, quirky contemporary confection of recipes and friendship, Meet Me at the
Cupcake Café is about how life might not always taste like you expect, but there's always room for dessert! Also by Jenny
Colgan: The Loveliest Chocolate Shop in Paris Sweetshop of Dreams What reviewers are saying about Meet Me At The
Cupcake Café: "A hilarious, fast-paced fantasy about starting over, perfect for fans of Sophie Kinsella. Absolutely
adorable."—Booklist "A funny novel about friendship, food and love "—Kirkus "A delightful story warm, funny and wellwritten."—Fresh Fiction "Absolutely adorable charming an endearing, delightful read"—Silver's Reviews

The Book of Lost and Found
"Tara is gorgeous, affluent, and forty. She lives in an impeccably restored Russian Hill mansion in San Francisco. Once a
widow, twice divorced, she's a woman with a past she prefers keeping to herself. Enter Cavin Lattimore. He's handsome,
kind, charming, and the surgeon assigned to Tara following a ski accident in Lake Tahoe. In the weeks it takes her to
recover, Cavin sweeps her off her feet and their relationship blossoms into something Tara had never imagined possible.
But then she begins to notice some strange things: a van parked outside her home at odd times, a break-in, threatening
text messages and emails"--Amazon.com.

The Irresistible Blueberry Bakeshop & Cafe
“Enchanting and mesmerizing!” —PATTI CALLAHAN, New York Times bestselling author of Becoming Mrs. Lewis A storied
castle. A band of rebels. A nation chasing a centuries-old dream of freedom. And three women who rise above it all . . .
When Laine Forrester travels overseas to attend her best friend’s vineyard wedding, she expects to find the bride on the
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brink of a fairy-tale life. But after a series of unforeseen setbacks, it seems the storybook lives they’d imagined are
suddenly ripping apart. With hopes of resurrecting a happy ending, Laine agrees to accompany the newlyweds to the
groom’s home in Ireland—never expecting she’d be the one drawn in by its wide-open moors, backroads bordering the Irish
Sea, and a mysterious castle that dares to keep its secrets hidden. From the storied streets of Dublin to the shores of the
Emerald Isle, Laine is drawn in to the land and its rich history. The castle ruins whisper stories of Issy—a photojournalist
battling through the 1916 Easter Rising, and Maeve—the castle’s lady of legend, fighting for survival through the 1798
rebellion that started it all. Spanning more than two centuries, Castle on the Rise unites the legacy of three women who
must risk mending the broken places within for life, love, and the belief that even through the depths of our pain, a
masterpiece of a story can emerge. “Castle on the Rise perfectly showcases rising star Kristy Cambron’s amazing talent!
Perfect pacing, lovely prose, and an intricate plot blend together in a delightful novel I couldn’t put down. Highly
recommended!” —Colleen Coble, USA TODAY bestselling author of Secrets at Cedar Cabin and the Rock Harbor series
“Cambron’s latest is one of her best. Gripping and epic, this intricately woven tale of three generations seeking truth and
justice will stay with you long after the last page.” —Rachel Hauck, New York Times bestselling author

The City Baker's Guide to Country Living
A highly commercial debut about a high-powered Manhattan lawyer who finds love, purpose, and the promise of a simpler
life in her grandmother's hometown. 'If you liked Nicholas Sparks, you will devour this' James Patterson

Body Surfing
"Reading Hideaway is like a mini vacation, as Roberts transports you from the sun-drenched mountains of Big Sur to the
rolling hills of Ireland to the bustling streets of New York City." - Associated Press A family ranch in Big Sur country and a
legacy of Hollywood royalty set the stage for Nora Roberts’ emotional new suspense novel, Hideaway. Caitlyn Sullivan had
come from a long line of Hollywood royalty, stretching back to her Irish immigrant great-grandfather. At nine, she was
already a star—yet still an innocent child who loved to play hide and seek with her cousins at the family home in Big Sur. It
was during one of those games that she disappeared. Some may have considered her a pampered princess, but Cate was in
fact a smart, scrappy fighter, and she managed to escape her abductors. Dillon Cooper was shocked to find the bloodied,
exhausted girl huddled in his house—but when the teenager and his family heard her story they provided refuge, reuniting
her with her loved ones. Cate’s ordeal, though, was far from over. First came the discovery of a shocking betrayal that
would send someone she’d trusted to prison. Then there were years spent away in western Ireland, peaceful and protected
but with restlessness growing in her soul. Finally, she would return to Los Angeles, gathering the courage to act again and
get past the trauma that had derailed her life. What she didn’t yet know was that two seeds had been planted that long-ago
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night—one of a great love, and one of a terrible vengeance

The Right Thing
The complete and “charming” (Gourmet) collection of deliciously old-fashioned and deeply satisfying recipes from
everyone’s favorite New York City cupcake bakery—Magnolia Bakery. Ever since the original Magnolia Bakery opened its
doors in 1996, people have lined up day and night to satisfy their sugar cravings—and this book is Magnolia’s
comprehensive guide to making all of their beloved desserts, including their home-style cupcakes, layer cakes, banana
pudding, and other treats. Illustrated with color and black-and-white photographs that capture the daily life of the bakery,
The Complete Magnolia Bakery Cookbook shows you how to make their famous banana pudding, sinfully rich buttercream
icing and red velvet cake, and dozens more irresistible desserts.

Big Girl Panties
A cupcake can change your life. Ever since Magnolia Bakery opened its doors in 1996, people have been lining up day and
night to satisfy their sugar cravings -- patiently waiting in line at the old-fashioned yet funky bake shop to buy cupcakes,
layer cakes, pudding, and ice cream, much to the surprise and delight of owner Allysa Torey. Now, from the baker who
brought cupcakes to everyone's attention, come even more recipes from Greenwich Village's favorite bakery and her home
kitchen. Whether it's a birthday cake, weekend breakfast treats, or sweets for a bake sale, you'll find simple and delicious
recipes to delight family and friends on all occasions in More from Magnolia: Recipes from the World-Famous Bakery and
Allysa Torey's Home Kitchen. Beginning with the ever-popular cupcakes and frostings, you'll find the much-requested
recipes for the mouthwatering Magnolia's Famous Banana Pudding and sinfully rich Red Velvet Cake with Creamy Vanilla
Frosting, all with helpful hints that let you achieve the same sweet results as the bakery. In the well-loved Magnolia style,
Allysa Torey brings you new twists on old favorites, such as Devil's Food Cupcakes with Caramel Frosting, Peaches and
Cream Pie with Sugar Cookie Crust, and Apple Tart with Hazelnut Brown Sugar Topping. You'll also find breakfast treats like
Cream Cheese Crumb Buns and Blueberry Coffee Cake with Vanilla Glaze; and afternoon snacks like Black Bottom
Cupcakes, Walnut Brown Sugar Squares, and Oatmeal Peanut Butter Chip Cookies. From Banana Cake with White Chocolate
Cream Cheese Icing to Heavenly Hash Ice Cream Pie, these are the desserts that Allysa makes for friends and family at
home -- unfussy, straightforward, and simply delicious. Illustrated with eight pages of beautiful color photographs, as well
as black-and-white stills that capture the daily life of the bakery, More from Magnolia is an irresistible collection of new
classics that will inspire you to fill your kitchen with sweet things.

Things Half in Shadow
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It's the most wonderful time of the year… and the perfect moment to escape to a charming English village! From the
beloved author whose novels are "sheer indulgence from start to finish" (SOPHIE KINSELLA) comes a delightful holiday story
— funny, heartfelt, romantic and packed with recipes — perfect for the winter months. In the Cornish coastal village of
Mount Polbearne, the Christmas season has arrived. It’s a joyous time for family, friends, and feasting, as decorations
sparkle along the town’s winding streets and shop windows glow with festive displays. And in Polly’s Little Beach Street
Bakery, the aroma of gingerbread cookies and other treats tempts people in from the cold. Though Polly is busy keeping up
with the demands of the season, she still makes time for her beekeeper boyfriend, Huckle. She’s especially happy to be
celebrating the holiday this year with him, and can’t wait to cuddle up in front of the fireplace with a cup of eggnog on
Christmas Eve. But holiday bliss soon gives way to panic when a storm cuts the village off from the mainland. Now it will
take all of the villagers to work together in order to ensure everyone has a happy holiday. Full of heart and humor, Jenny
Colgan’s latest novel is an instant Christmastime classic.
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